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Simulation of Nervous System Actions by Cause/Effect Structures

Summary

Neuronal systems resembling rather their biologic shape than a commonly investigated abstract 
mathematical model, are presented in terms of cause/effect (c/e) structures. This makes possible to 
visual observation of signals motion between neurons if a graphical simulator of the c/e structures’ 
system is used. In turn, this may help in heuristic prediction of some effects and correlations such 
as dependence between size of a neuronal system and chance of some pathological phenomena, e.g. 
a blockade or starving. Moreover, attempts of self-learning of such nervous system may be carried 
out, by modifying weights of dendrites and neuron body thresholds. An outline of the c/e structures 
algebraic system for visualization of animated processes has been provided.
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Introduction

The real biological nervous (neuronal) system, in contrast to the abstract neural network, 
is not often being presented as a computer aided transition system, pictorially resembling its 
realistic shape, along with animation of its activity. Such presentation has not only meaning 
as a teaching aid, but also as a tool for collecting some data on correlation between number 
of neurons and blockade of actions, demonstration of neurons’ damage, etc. To this end, the 
algebraic and graphical animated, computerised tool Cause/Effect (C/E) Structures [Cz 1988], 
[Cz 2002], is used. In a pictorial representation the C/E structures, likewise Petri nets, are the 
directed graphs but with one kind of nodes, each node endowed with two formal polynomi-
als that determine a way of the node interconnections. Due to this, the graphical size of a C/E 
structure is considerably smaller than its (behaviourally) equivalent Petri net. This is the main 
reason to apply C/E structures for the realistic nervous systems’ description: in order to fit 
even only a few neurons on screen. But there is not only the visual reason. The C/E structure 
calculus permits to combine small structures into large ones and to infer some properties of the 
latter from properties of the former. This feature is called a (conditional) compositionality – 
a counterpart of the extensionality in formal logic. Definition of the C/E structure algebra and 
some its properties are in Section 4. The brief outline, aimed at understanding presentation of 
neurons’ behaviour and their networks in terms of C/E structures, is the following. Pictorially, 
a C/E structure is a graph whose nodes (places) are named. Every name of a node is endowed 
with a superscript and subscript being terms called the formal polynomials, whose arguments 
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SIMULATION OF NERVOUS SYSTEM ACTIONS BY CAUSE/EFFECT STRUCTURES6

The C/E structure in Figure 1 may be defined as an expression, called “arrow expres-
sion” (a→b) + (b → c)•(b → d) + (b → e) + (c → e) + (e → d) + (e → a) in accordance 
with algebraic composition rules and denotational conventions given in Section Outline of 
Cause-Effect structures – basic notions.

Neurons with dendrite weights equal 1 and constant body thresholds

A simplified schematic hand drawing of a biological neuron (a neural cell), is depicted in 
Figure 2 and exemplary C/E structure representing a neuron is in Figure 3. 

The superscript polynomial of nodes a,b,c,d and the subscript polynomial of nodes x,y,z, 
is empty θ (omitted). 

Some or all of dendrite entry points a,b,c,d are stimulated, that is, activated, by external 
signals arriving from axon exit points of adjacent neurons. Junctions of axon exit points 
with dendrite entry points are synapses. The signals arrive in dendrite entry points and de-
part the neuron through axon exit points. Simplifying reality, let us assume that only with 
the neuron body B (but not with the synapses), a certain number τB called B’s threshold is 
associated. We also neglect “direct synapses”: junctions of axon entry points with neuron 

are names of predecessors (in the superscript) and successors (in the subscript) of this node. 
The operators connecting arguments are „+” and „•”, called addition and multiplication, where 
„+” means nondeterministic choice and „•” simultaneity of receiving (in case of superscript) 
and sending (in case of subscript) tokens. Figure 1 shows possible state transformations of 
exemplary C/E structure marked with tokens: a flow of token initially residing in the place a. 
A place holding a token is called active, otherwise – passive. Token a moves to b, then it 
„splits” and moves to c and d simultaneously, then one from c to e then back to a, while the 
other remains in d forever. A different sequence of transformations occurs, when the token 
moves from a to b, then to e, then back to a. Polynomial θ (empty) means „no successors or 
predecessors exist”. Tokens flow in accordance with the rules determined by semantics of C/E 
structures given in Section Outline of Cause-Effect structures – basic notions.

Figure 1
State transformations of exemplary C/E structure, during its evolution

Source: own preparation.
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LUDWIK CZAJA 7

bodies. Another simplifying assumption is that the potential of instantaneous entry (to B) 
is measured by a number of active (at a time) dendrite entry points, hence, each synapse 
may transmit signals of one constant value only. This implies that τB is the least number of 
dendrites capable of making B active. The threshold τB is determined by the B’s superscript 
polynomial, denoted by C(B), as follows: C(B) is the sum of all the distinct monomials, each 
being a product of at least τB distinct dendrite entry point names. In Figure 3, τB=3 thus,  
C(B)=a•b•c+a•b•d+a•c•d+b•c•d+a•b•c•d. In general, if there are n dendrites entering 

a neuron body B then polynomial C(B) has  products having respec-

tively, τB, τB+1,...,n factors. The neuron body loses its activation by sending a signal through 
the axon (called also a neurite) to its branches that begin in one branching point (a simplifi-
cation again!), in Figure 3 denoted by A and ending with the axon exit points denoted here 
by x, y, z. From A the signal distributes evenly among all the axon exit points. From the latter 
points, the signals depart the neuron. Since the neuron has one body only, then we will refer 
to any neuron by the name of its body.

Figure 2
Hand drawing of a biological neural cell

Source: as in Figure 1.

Specification of the neuron in Figure 3 by means of arrow expression is given by the 
following equations:
DENDRITES = (a→B)•(b→B)•(c→B) + (a→B)•(b→B)•(d→B) + (a→B)•(c→B)•(d→B) + 
                          (b→B)•(c→B)•(d→B) + (a→B)•(b→B)•(c→B)•(d→B)
AXON = B→A
AXONBRANCHES = (A→x)•(A→y)•(A→z)
NEURON = DENDRITES•AXON•AXONBRANCHES

A nervous system containing 3 neurons is depicted as a C/E structure in Figure 4.
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SIMULATION OF NERVOUS SYSTEM ACTIONS BY CAUSE/EFFECT STRUCTURES8

Figure 3
C/E structure model of neuron with threshold τB=3

Source: as in Figure 1.

Figure 4
A network of three neurons

Source: as in Figure 1.
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LUDWIK CZAJA 9

Exit points i, j, k, l of axon branches in neurons B1 and B2 are “glued togeth-
er” with entry points of dendrites entering B3 neuron, thus are synapses. Similarly, 
the exit point g of axon branch A3→g in neuron B3, is “glued together” with entry 
point of dendrite entering B2 neuron. Internal structure of the synapses (e.g. synaptic 
clefts) is disregarded in this model. Wherever the subscript or superscript of a node’s 
name is not written, it is the empty polynomial θ

Neurons with variable dendrite weights and body thresholds

Now, some restrictions of the neuron model in Figure 3 will be relaxed in three respects: 
(1) different dendrites may convey signals of different potentials, (2) potential conveyed by 
a dendrite may be modified by the environment of the neuron, (3) every threshold of a neu-
ron body may be modified by the environment of the neuron. We assume, however, that each 
neuron body has its maximal threshold and each dendrite has its maximal potential to be 
conveyed. In the model, a current potential of a dendrite is represented by an integer, called 
a weight. The task is to model the weights and capability of their modification, as well as the 
modification of the thresholds, by means of the c-e structures with the ordinary semantics. 

Dendrite weights control

Figure 5 depicts a model of a dendrite with maximal weight 4. The signal, represented by 
a token, enters node a and goes to auxiliary node D, whence it distributes among k elements 
arbitrarily chosen from the set {u, x, y, z}, where k ≤ 4 is a current weight of the dendrite 
a→D. The “sub-dendrites” D→u, D→x, D→y, D→z, are called a multiplicity (replication) 
of a→D. This is implemented as follows. There are weight control nodes 1, 2, 3, 4 that, de-
pending of their contents or status (enabled, disabled), would block signal passage to some 
of u, x, y, z. If node 1 is empty, but 2, 3, 4 hold tokens (or are disabled), then the token from D 
may go to exactly one of u, x, y, z, thus, this corresponds to the weight 1. If node 2 is empty, 
but 1, 3, 4 hold tokens (or are disabled), then the token from D may go to exactly two of u, x, 
y, z, thus, this corresponds to the weight 2. If node 3 is empty, but 1, 2, 4 hold tokens (or are 
disabled), then the token from D may go to exactly three of u, x, y, z, thus, this corresponds 
to the weight 3. Finally, if node 4 is empty, but 1, 2, 3, hold tokens (or are disabled), then the 
token from D may go to all the u, x, y, z, thus, this corresponds to the weight 4. The subscript 
polynomial of the node D is f(u,x,y,z,1,2,3,4) = 
1•(u+x+y+z)+2•(u•x+u•y+u•z+x•y+x•z+y•z)+3•(u•x•y+u•x•z+u•y•z+x•y•z)+4•(u•x•y•z). 

The dendrite a→D, of the maximal weight 4, has been “split” into four: D→u, D→x, 
D→y, D→z, the sub-dendrites each of the weight 1. The set {u, x, y, z} is the multiple (rep-
licated) node D. The bidirectional, zigzag arrow symbol means that the respective node is 
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SIMULATION OF NERVOUS SYSTEM ACTIONS BY CAUSE/EFFECT STRUCTURES10

both: entry and exit one (or is dynamically disabled or enabled). Such nodes are used by the 
environment to control modification of the dendrite weight. The shaded part is the dendrite 
weight control. 

In general, for a dendrite a→D with maximal weight m>0, setting a current weight 
k (0<k≤m) consists in placing tokens in all nodes 1, 2,...,m, which control the dendrite’s 
weight, save for the node k. The subscript polynomial of D is of the form: 

1• (d1 + d2 +...+ dm) + 
2• (d1•d2 + d1•d3 + remaining products of two nodes) +
3• (d1•d2td3 + d1•d2td4 + remaining products of three nodes) +
 ...................................................................................................
k• (d1•d2•....•dk + remaining products of k nodes) +
...................................................................................................
m• (d1•d2t....•dm)

where d1,d2,....,dm are end nodes of sub-dendrites D→d1, D→d2,…, D→dm, of weight 1 
(multiplied dendrite a→D). Due to this polynomial, the signal (token) from D goes to ex-
actly one of  arbitrarily chosen k-element subset of the set {d1,d2,....,dm} and, addition-
ally, to the control node k. The latter must be then cleared of token. In this way, distribution 
of tokens in the weight control nodes determines a weight of the dendrite. 

Figure 5
Implementation of modifiable dendrite weight

Source: as in Figure 1.
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LUDWIK CZAJA 11

An example in Figure 6 shows a C/E structure representation of a neuron with dendrites 
f→F and g→G of maximal weights 3 and 1 respectively, and the body B with the constant 
threshold τB=3. Arrows a→B, b→B, c→B, d→B represent dendrites of weight 1. The weight 
control nodes for F are F1, F2, F3, and for G is G1. Note that if G1 holds a token then the 
signal cannot depart G. This corresponds to the inhibitory function of the sub-dendrite G→d.

Figure 6
Neuron with modifiable weight of dendrites and constant threshold τB=3 of body B

Source: as in Figure 1.

Neuron’s body threshold control

An implementation by means of a C/E structure, of a threshold τB control mechanism, 
of the neuron body B, is depicted in Figure 7 Dendrites beginning with nodes a,b,c,d are of 
weight 1, the maximal value of the body threshold τB is 4. Nodes 1,2,3,4 typed in bold, are 
used to control the threshold. Placing token in the node 1 results in τB=1, placing token in the 
node 2 results in τB=2, placing token in the node 3 results in τB=3, placing token in the node 
4 results in τB=4. The superscript polynomial of the node B is f(a,b,c,d,1,2,3,4) = 
1•(a+b+c+d)+2•t(a•b+a•c+a•d+b•c+b•d+c•d)+3•(a•b•c+a•b•d+a•cvd+b•c•d)+4•(a•b•c•d). 
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SIMULATION OF NERVOUS SYSTEM ACTIONS BY CAUSE/EFFECT STRUCTURES12

Maximal value of the threshold is 4. Dendrites a→B, b→B, c→B, d→B, are of weight 1. 
The bidirectional, zigzag arrow symbol means that the respective node is both: entry and 
exit one (or is dynamically disabled or enabled). Such nodes are used by the environment to 
control modification of the threshold value. The shaded part is the threshold control. 

Experiments made by simulation confirm some qualitative expectation, like e.g. that the 
chance of total blockade of the neuronal system decreases with increasing its size, i.e. num-
ber of neurons. Indeed, the more neurons, the more ways to pass round those exposed to 
dead states. A formal estimation (proof) of this intuitive conviction (made for any distributed 
system, but notice that the neuronal system is of such kind!) is in (Czaja***). For instance, 
the probability of the system containing n neurons failure in a time period ∆t is 

where p1, p2,…,pn are probabilities of single neurons damage in this period. Moreover, the 
expected value of time up to a damage of the system is

where

Figure 7 
Implementation of the modifying mechanism of neuron body B threshold

Source: as in Figure 1.
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Outline of Cause-Effect structures – basic notions 

Let X be a non-empty enumerable set. Its elements, called nodes, are counterparts of 
places in Petri nets [Pe 1966], [Re 1985]. Let θ  X be a symbol called neutral. It will play 
a part of neutral element for operations on formal polynomials (terms). The nodes, symbol θ, 
operators +, •, called addition and multiplication respectively, and parentheses are symbols 
out of which polynomials are formed as follows. Each node and symbol θ is a polynomial; 
if K and L are polynomials then (K+L) and (K•L) are too; no other polynomials exist. Let 
us say “polynomials over X”. Their set is denoted by F[X]. Assume stronger binding of t  
than +; this allows for dropping some parentheses. Addition and multiplication of polynomi-
als is defined as follows: K L = (K+L), K L = (K•L). Let us use + and • instead of  and 

. It is required that the system F[X],+,•,θ  obeys the following equality axioms for all 
K,L,M  F[X], x  X:

(+) θ+K = K+θ = K  (•) θ•K = K•θ = K
(++) K+K =K  (••) x•x = x
(+++) K+L = L+K (•••) K•L = L•K
(++++) K+(L+M) = (K+L)+M (••••) K• (LtM) = (K•L) •M
(+•) If L ≠ θ  M ≠ θ then K•(L+M) = K•L+K•M

Algebraic system which obeys these axioms will be referred to as a near semi ring of 
formal polynomials.

A cause-effect structure (C/E structure) over X is a pair U = (C,E) of functions:
C: X → F[X] (cause function; nodes occuring in C(x) are causes of x)
E: X → F[X] (effect function; nodes occuring in E(x) are effects of x)
such that x occurs in the polynomial C(y) iff y occurs in E(x). Carrier of U is the set 
car(U) = {x  X| C(x) ≠ θ  E(x) ≠ θ}. U is finite iff |car(U)| < ∞. The set of all C/E 

structures over X is denoted by CE[X]. Since X is fixed, write simply CE - wherever this 
makes no confusion.

A representation of a C/E structure U = (C,E) as a set of annotated nodes is .  
U is also presented as a directed graph with car(U) as set of nodes labelled with objects of 
the form  and there is an edge (arrow) from x to y iff y occurs in the poly-
nomial E(x). Note that in this representation, edges, although useful for the appearance of 
system models, are redundant: interconnection of nodes may be inferred from polynomials 
C(x), E(x). Since functions C,E are total, any C/E structure comprises all the nodes from X, 
also the isolated ones (with C(x) = E(x) = θ), invisible in the graphical representation. The 
isolated nodes make the distributivity law (+•) conditional.
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Addition and multiplication of C/E structures

For C/E structures U = (CU, EU), V = (CV, EV) define:
U+V = (CU+V, EU+V) = (CU + CV , EU + EV) where 
(CU + CV)(x) = CU(x) + CV(x) and (EU + EV)(x) = EU(x) + EV(x) 
U•V = (CU•V, EU•V) = (CU • CV , EU • EV) where 
(CU • CV )(x) = CU(x) • CV(x) and (EU • EV )(x) = EU(x) • EV(x) 

U is a monomial C/E structure iff each polynomial CU(x) and EU(x) is a monomial, i.e. 
does not comprise “+” . C/E structure  is an arrow, denoted as x→y . The pair (θ,θ) is 
a C/E structure if θ is understood as a constant function θ(x) = θ for each x  X. From defini-
tion of addition and multiplication of C/E structures follows that (θ,θ) is neutral for + and •. 
For brevity let us write θ instead of (θ,θ). 

Evidently U+V  CE and U•V  CE that is, in the resulting C/E structures, x occurs in 
CU+V(y) iff y occurs in EU+V(x) and the same for U•V. Thus, addition and multiplication of C/E 
structures yield correct C/E structures. The algebraic system CE[X],+,•,θ  is a near semi 
ring similar to F[X],+,•,θ  as states the following:

Proposition: For all U,V,W  CE[X], x,y  X the following properties hold in the alge-
braic system CE[X],+,t,θ : 

(+)  θ+U = U+θ = U (•) θ•U = U•θ = U
(++)  U+U =U  (••) (x→y)t(x→y) = x → y
(+++)  U+V = V+U (•••) U•V = V•U
   U+(V+W) = (U+V)+W (tttt) U•(V•W) = (U•V)•W
(+•)  If CV(x) ≠ θ  CW(x) ≠ θ and EV(x) ≠ θ  EW(x) ≠ θ then U•(V+W) = U•V+U•W

The equations follow directly from definition of C/E structures and definitions of adding 
and multiplying C/E structures.

Notice that the operations on C/E structures make possible to combine small C/E struc-
tures into large parallel system models. 

For U  CE, define a partial order in CE by U ≤ V  V = U+V. If U ≤ V then U is a sub-
structure of V; SUB[V] = {U| U ≤ V} is the set of all substructures of V. For A  CE: 
V  A is minimal (w.r.t. ≤) in A iff W A: (W ≤ V  W = V). 

The crucial notion for behaviour of C/E structures is firing component, a counterpart of 
transition in Petri nets. It is, however, not a primitive notion but derived from the definition 
of C/E structures, and is introduced regardless of any particular C/E structure: 
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A minimal in CE\{θ} C/E structure Q = (CQ, EQ) is a firing component iff Q is a mono-
mial C/E structure and CQ(x) = θ  EQ(x) ≠ θ for any x  car(Q). The set of all firing com-
ponents is denoted by FC, thus the set of all firing components of U  CE is 
FC[U] = SUB[U] ∩ FC. 

Following the standard Petri net notation [Pe 1966], [Re 1985], let for Q  FC:
•Q = {x  car(Q)| CQ(x) = θ}  (pre-set of Q)
Q• = {x  car(Q)| EQ(x) = θ}  (post-set of Q)
•Q• = •Q  Q•    (neighbourhood of Q)

The state of C/E structure is a counterpart of marking in 1-safe Petri nets. Note however 
that it is not bound up to any C/E structure:

A state is a subset of the set of nodes: s  X. The set of all states: S = 2X, the powerset of X. 
A node x is active in the state s if and only if x  s and passive otherwise. After Petri nets 
phrasing we say “x holds a token” when x is active.

Semantics of C/E structures is a counterpart of simple firing rule in 1-safe Petri nets:
For Q  FC[U] and s, t  S, let [[Q]]  S × S be a binary relation defined as:
(s,t)  [[Q]] iff •Q  s and Q•  s =  and t = (s\•Q)  Q• 
(say: Q transforms state s into t). Semantics [[U]] of U  CE is: 

[[U]]* is its reflexive and transitive closure, that is, (s,t)  [[U]] * iff s = t or there exists a se-
quence of states s₀,s₁,...,sn with s = s₀, t = sn and (sj, sj+1)  [[U]] for j = 0,1,...,n-1. Say that t is 
reachable from s in semantics [[•]] and the sequenece s₀,s₁,...,sn is called a computation in U. 

Note that [[U]] =  iff FC[U] = . Behaviour of C/E structures in accordance with this 
semantics may be imagined as a token game: if each node in a firing component’s pre-set 
holds a token and none in its post-set does, then remove tokens from the pre-set and put them 
in the post-set.

A few immediate conclusions of above definitions are: 
1. U₁ ≤ V₁  U₂ ≤ V₂  U₁+U₂ ≤ V₁+V₂ (monotonicity of +)
2. U₁ ≤ V₁  U₂ ≤ V₂  U₁tU₂ ≤ V₁tV₂ provided that 

(U₁ + V₁)•(U₂ + V₂) = U₁•U₂ + V₁•V₂ + U₁•V₂ + V₁•U₂ (conditional monotonicity of •)
3. U•(V + W) ≤ U•V + U•W but relation ≤ not always may be replaced by equality 
4. If U•(V + W) = U•V + U•W then V ≤ W  U•V ≤ U•W
5. U ≤ V  FC[U]  FC[V] but converse implication not always holds
6. FC[U]  FC[V]  FC[U+V] but the inclusion not always may be replaced by equality
7. CE, ≤ , i.e. the set of all C/E structures partially ordered by relation ≤ is a non-distrib-

utive lattice with the least element θ and with no greatest element.
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8. FC[U]  FC[V]  [[U]]  [[V]] but converse implication not always holds
9. [[U]]  [[V]]  [[U+V]] but the inclusion not always may be replaced by equality
10. FC[U]  FC[V] = FC[U+V]  [[U]]  [[V]] = [[U+V]] but converse implication not 

always holds. Note that equation [[U]]  [[V]] = [[U+V]] expresses compositionality of 
summation for C/E structures U and V; equation FC[U]  FC[V] = FC[U+V] states that 
no new firing components (except for those in U and V) are created in their sum. 

A few words about the editor and simulator of C/E structures 

This system devised and implemented in 2003 contains two main and integrated parts: 
an editor and simulator. It has been programmed in C# supplied with the .Net platform un-
der the Microsoft Windows XP system. The graphical editor allows the user to draw on the 
monitor the C/E structure graphs in the shape as show examples in sections 1, 2, 3, along 
with annotations of nodes and edges. There are diverse functions the editor provides, like 
pictures scaling, colours of objects, cut and copy/paste, delete, print, insert and remove to-
kens, changing image to powerpoint and other graphics, design of background, and some 
other functions. A sample of one of the editor’s window is shown in Figure 8.

The simulator keeps the structure prepared by the editor on the monitor screen and al-
lows to start its animated activity. There are two modes of activity: automatic (either endless 
or terminated by reaching a deadlock state, in the latter case with a message “no more ac-
tive firing components”) and the “single shot”, i.e. by a click, making transition to the next 
state. Here too are diverse functions the simulator provides, like stop of the run, inserting/

Figure 8

Source: as in Figure 1.
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Figure 9

Source: as in Figure 1.

removing tokens, restore the initial state, making some nodes disabled or enabled, setting of 
animation speed and some others. Resolving of deterministic choice brought about by the 
“+” operator is based on a random numbers generator, built-in the system. A sample of one 
of the simulator’s window is shown in Figure 9.

It might be mentioned that this computer-aided system has been used for several tens of 
tasks, e.g. simulation and analysis of traffic on a crossroad and then of entire city, control of 
the lift movement, a simple telephone central office, demonstration of some typical prob-
lems appearing in operating systems teaching, like readers/writers, producers/consumers, 
dining philosophers, and others.
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Symulowanie akcji systemu nerwowego w strukturach  
przyczynowo-skutkowych

Streszczenie

Układy nerwowe w ich kształcie przypominającym ich rzeczywisty wygląd biologiczny (a nie 
jako powszechnie rozpatrywane modele matematyczne), przedstawione są w postaci struktur przy-
czynowo-skutkowych (p/s). Umożliwia to wizualną obserwację ruchu sygnałów między neuronami, 
przy wykorzystaniu graficznego symulatora struktur p/s. Ponadto, może to pomóc w heurystycznym 
prognozowaniu niektórych stanów i korelacji, jak zależność rozmiaru układu neuronalnego i szansy 
blokowania się układu lub tzw. zagłodzenia jego fragmentów, a poza tym próby uczenia się takiego 
układu można prowadzić symulacyjnie, przez modyfikowanie wag dendrytów i progów ciał komórek 
nerwowych. 
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